GROW YOUR PASSION. GROW YOUR POWER

GROW YOUR PROFIT!
Emi Kirschner
Business Strategist
Emi Kirschner is a speaker, coach, author and the creator
of The Success Blueprint, Money Makers and Legacy
Leaders. She is the go to expert when you want streamlined business strategy that turn into increased profitability.
Using her proprietary Life Blueprint™ this single mompreneur has helped 100’s of entrepreneurs triple and even
quadruple their income.
Emi lives outside of Philadelphia with her two teenage
boys and two dogs. A beach lover, Emi plans her extensive
travel around where she can wear flip flops.

Passionate, Powerful & Profitable

Business Strategies

Emi’s talks and workshops are designed to leave her audiences with greater clarity and leaves them able to move
past their fears, execute their plans and take focused action
steps to achieve the results they desire. Some of her most
sought-after trainings include:

Powerful, Passionate and Profitable

The 3 Keys to Building a Successful Business

You will learn to:
•Develop the attributes to take your business to the next level.
•Identify where passion and power intersect
•Discover how to turn your business into a profitable passion

“Emi helped me to move
forward with an opportunity, realizing and fully
knowing what I bring to the
table.”

-Erinn Wenrich

Architect & CEO,
Brandywine Solutions

“I had several “A-ha’s” with
Emi, including that my
work is fun. This has resulted my revenue growing exponentially and my
health improving.”

-Arlene Adams

Legacy and Leadership

Coco Exchange

The Key Success Principles to Leave a Mark

You will learn to:
•Discover how to move from average to extraordinary
•Learn strategies effective leaders use to solve problems
•Identify the steps to plant seeds of a legacy that will outlive
you

info@EmiKirschner.com

(484) 888-6563

EmiKirschner.com

Emi has Spoken at:
•Temple University
•Drexel University
•Penn State Univ.
•T-Mobile
•NAWBO

FemCity Phil.
•Chester Cty. Bar
•Ardent Credit Union
•American Exec Ctr.
•And Many More...

